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Abstract

We address the task of monocular visual head tracking
in the context of applications that involve human-robot in-
teractions, where both near field and far field tracking set-
tings could occur and real-time constraints are imposed.
The original contribution of this paper is a real-time multi-
person tracking model that combines a priori texture and
colour models for different head poses with face detec-
tors for different face orientations. We show that such
a combination improves tracker performance significantly.
At the same time the proposed model takes into account
major difficulties that are related to real-time data pro-
cessing (non-uniform observations, processing time restric-
tions). The model is evaluated on a set of realistic scenarios
recorded on a humanoid robot that involve interactions be-
tween the robot and the participants with robot motion, un-
constrainted displacement of the participants, lighting vari-
ations etc. The algorithm runs in real-time and shows sig-
nificant improvement of performance.

1. Introduction

Monocular tracking of multiple persons is a problem that
is often addressed in various contexts: video surveillance,
video conferencing, human-computer interaction, human-
robot interaction, etc. In this paper we consider human-
robot interaction (HRI) applications in which a robot in-
teracts with a single person or with a group of persons.
Such HRI scenarios possess the following properties, which
make multiple person tracking a challenging task:

• Moving persons - persons are not seated as in video
conferencing setting, they can move around, turn their
head, gesticulate;

• Moving robot - the robot can gesticulate, turn its head
and walk when holding a conversation;

• Unconstrainted environment - people can interact
with robot at different (but reasonable) distance and
in different lighting conditions (e.g. according to the
time of the day).

These properties of HRI scenarios imply the following
requirements to the tracking system:

• Robustness against lighting variations, appearance
changes (that could be due to head rotations, change
of the view angle of the robot, etc), human motion,
robot motion and occlusions;

• Initialization and destruction of trackers should be ac-
curate and timely;

• Real-time performance meaning that tracker guaran-
tees certain performance and is able to work with video
stream sampled irregularly and at speed, at which the
tracker processes it.

There are not many state of the art trackers that would
satisfy all of the mentioned requirements in the context
of human-robot interaction scenarios. Among multiple
face tracking systems that perform tracking or simultane-
ous tracking and detection, the one that probably suits the
requirements the best is [3]. It provides a reasonable strat-
egy for initialization and destruction of trackers, partly sat-
isfies real-time constraints and is somewhat robust to occlu-
sions and head rotations. However, this system was tested
on sequences with controlled lighting conditions, stationary
camera and seated people. For an overview of other multi-
ple face tracking systems we refer to [3].

The state of the art single object trackers that adopt track-
ing by detection [6, 9] strategy could be used for multi-
ple heads tracking by employing several instances of such
trackers. However, their initialization, robustness to head
rotations and real-time performance are questionable.
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The approach presented in this paper adopts the tracking
and detection paradigm. It formulates the tracking problem
as continuous time discrete model and considers it in the
particle filtering framework. This way we solve the prob-
lem of irregularly sampled video streams in the presence
of human and robot motion. Our approach makes use of
trained prior models of colour and testure features for var-
ious head poses to track in variable lighting conditions and
tackle appearance changes. We employ tracker manage-
ment techniques proposed in [3] to aid track creation and
removal processes and handle occlusions.

This paper contains the following original contributions:

• Continuous time discrete modelling allows the track-
ing algorithm to work in systems where data arrives at
irregular time instants;

• Coupled detection and tracking is achieved through the
use of estimated trained detector statistics in the pro-
posal distribution of the particle filter;

• Coupled head pose estimation and tracking allows the
algorithm to perform head pose estimation at the same
time as tracking;

• Real-time performance of the tracking algorithm is
verified on the Vernissage database [5] that contains
sequences recorded by a humanoid robot when giving
a quiz scenario to a couple of people in a realistic set-
ting.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The track-
ing model in formulated in Section 2. Details on particle
filter implementation, likelihood definition and track man-
agement are given there. Section 3 summarizes the pro-
posed approach in an algorithm. Section 4 describes the
conducted experiments and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Tracking Using Colour and Texture Cues

We formalize the task of monocular multiple head track-
ing and formulate our approach based on colour and tex-
ture cues. We start with the description of various elements
for single person tracking and track management in Sec-
tions 2.1 and 2.2, and proceed with extensions to multiple
persons tracking in Section 2.3.

2.1. Tracking a Single Person

We consider the task of real-time head tracking based on
a set of consecutive images originating from a single cam-
era. There are several difficulties related to real-time data
processing as opposed to offline processing in general, these
are often ignored when addressing visual tracking tasks:

u

v

Figure 1. Head parameters s used in the tracking model: location
(u, v), scale α and excentricity β of a head in a 2D image, and
head pose defined by pan ϕ, tilt ψ and roll θ.

1. Non-uniform observations: time intervals between two
consecutive observations may be irregular;

2. Processing time influence: with the increase of tracker
processing time, difference between two consecutive
observations starts to be more and more significant,
their irregularity becomes even more tangible.

To explicitly account for the fact that camera im-
ages can arrive at non-uniform time intervals, we as-
sume that observations Y 0,Y 1, . . . ,Y n, . . . are indepen-
dent given the object states and are available at time instants
t0, t1, . . . , tn, . . . respectively. The discussion of process-
ing time influence is left till Section 3 where we discuss the
complexity of the proposed tracking algorithm. We note
that here and in what follows we use capital letters for ran-
dom variables and small letters for their realizations.

Tracker state s is defined as

s = {u, v, α, β, ϕ, ψ}, (1)

where (u, v) is head location on the 2D image plane, α and
β are scale and excentricity parameters that determine 2D
head shape and ϕ and ψ are pan and tilt head rotation an-
gles. Figure ?? illustrates the state variables. We note that
parameters {u, v, α, β} define a bounding boxB associated
with the tracker state.

We assume that tracker evolution is described by the fol-
lowing Ito stochastic differential equation (SDE):

dS(t) = µ(S(t), t)dt+ Σ(S(t), t)dW (t), (2)
0 ≤ t ≤ t0, S(0) = s0, (3)

whereW = (W (t))t≥0 is standard Brownian motion inde-
pendent of the initial condition s0. Functions µ and Σ are
assumed to be infinitely differentiable and bounded together
with all their derivatives.

This formalization is known as continuous-discrete time
model [7]. The tracking task is then formulated as optimal
filtering density estimation

P (Sn, tn | y0, t0;y1, t1; . . . ,yn, tn). (4)
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Since functions µ and Σ in (2) are not known in advance,
we cannot derive the exact solution for (4).

We consider discretized version of (2) and ap-
ply particle filtering [1] to approximate the opti-
mal filtering density (4) by a set of weighted parti-
cles. More precisely, we adopt the sequential impor-
tance sampling strategy and take the importance density
π(Sn, tn|s0:n−1, t0:n−1,y0:n) as a mixture of the dynamic
model P1|1(Sn, tn|sn−1, tn−1) and image-based proposal
distribution PI(Sn, tn|sn−1, tn−1,yn,yn−1):

π(Sn, tn|s0:n−1, t0:n−1,y0:n) = (5)
γDP1|1(Sn, tn|sn−1, tn−1)+

γIPI(Sn, tn|sn−1, tn−1,yn,yn−1),

where γD + γI = 1 and functions P1|1 and PI are defined
below. Hence, the weight wi

n of a particle i with state sin at
time tn after sampling is computed as

wi
n = wi

n−1
P (yn|sin)P1|1(sin, tn|sin−1, tn−1)

π(Sn, tn|s0:n−1, t0:n−1,y0:n)
. (6)

The rationale behind such a choice of the importance den-
sity is that we try to use both, dynamics and the observed
data in order to approximate the optimal proposal distribu-
tion P (Sn, tn|sn−1, tn−1, sn−2, tn−2,yn,yn−1).

Dynamic Model As prior on the state process, the choice
of dynamics is important to constrain the estimation and
avoid tracking failure. In our tracking framework, it is even
more important since it used as a part of the proposal distri-
bution to explore the state space during optimization. How-
ever, people’s motion is difficult to predict: they may re-
main relatively static when interacting with other people or
a robot. When they move around, they can have a constant
speed. Finally, we can also observe abrupt motion changes
at motion transitions, or due to sudden and fast motion of
the robot. Accordingly, to handle all these situations, we
have defined the dynamical model as a mixture of two ele-
ments:

P1|1(Sn, tn|sn−1, tn−1) = (7)
γRSPRS(Sn, tn|sn−1, tn−1)+

γSBPSB(Sn, tn|sn−1, tn−1),

where γRS + γSB = 1 and the distributions PRS and PSB are
defined as follows. The first one is a random search which
accounts for a no-motion situation:

PRS(Sn, tn|sn−1, tn−1) = N (Sn; sn−1,∆tnΣ), (8)

and the second one is a random search with state-based ve-
locity estimates:

PSB(Sn, tn|sn−1, tn−1) = N (Sn; sn−1+∆tnµn,∆tnΣ),
(9)

that accounts for constant speed motion, where ∆tn =
tn − tn−1 is a time interval between the two states, N is
a probability density of a multivariate Gaussian distribution
and µn is an estimate of the drift function µ at tn taken as
µn = (sn−1−sn−2)/(tn−1−tn−2), for the state estimates
sn−1 and sn−2 obtained at tn−1 and tn−2 respectively.

Image-based Proposal Distributions Dynamic models
defined above are entirely based on random search and state
statistics. However, as mentionned above, there are also
abrupt speed changes that are difficult to predict based only
on past information, and which are the situations that often
lead to failure. Indeed, in these cases, it is more appropriate
to directly exploit the information contained in the images,
and which are of two different natures: instantaneous ob-
servations reflecting the presence of the object, as produced
by a face detector; and sequential observations reflecting
observed image-based motion between frames. Thus, the
image based proposal distribution is defined as

PI(Sn, tn|yn,yn−1) = (10)
γIDPID(Sn, tn|yn)+

γIMPIM(Sn, tn|sn−1, tn−1,yn,yn−1),

where γID+γIM = 1 and face detector-based PID(Sn, tn|yn)
and motion-based PIM(Sn, tn|sn−1, tn−1,yn,yn−1) pro-
posal distributions are defined as follows. Face detector-
based proposal distribution is given by

PID(Sn, tn|yn) = N (Sn; sID(yn),ΓID), (11)

where sID(yn) denotes the closest face detection associated
with the track (when it exists) and ΓID is the corresponding
covariance matrix. Proximity of face detection bounding
box BID to tracker bounding box Bn is evaluated based on
their F-measure:

F (B1, B2) =
2a(B1 ∩B2)

a(B1) + a(B2)
, (12)

where a(·) denotes the area operator. This measure com-
putes the intersection area as a fraction of average area of
the two bounding boxes. In what follows we also apply F-
measure to tracker states F (s1, s2) assuming that it is cal-
culated for the corresponding bounding boxes F (B1, B2).
The covariance matrix ΓID is evaluated offline based on face
detector statistics.

Motion-based proposal distribution is given by

PIM(Sn, tn|sn−1, tn−1,yn,yn−1) = (13)
N (Sn; sIM(sn−1,yn,yn−1),ΓIM),

where sIM(sn−1,yn,yn−1) = sn−1 + µIM
n (yn,yn−1) is a

state predicted from the image motion with the correspond-
ing covariance matrix ΓIM. This motion is measured using
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Figure 2. Examples of trained texture models corresponding to pan
(ϕ) angle values of 0, 45 and 90 degrees and tilt (ψ) angle value
0. The representation is based on histograms of oriented gradients
(HOGs).

Figure 3. Examples of trained colour patterns corresponding to pan
(ϕ) angle values of 0, 45 and 90 degrees and tilt (ψ) angle value 0.

a robust parametric motion model [8] estimator applied to
an image patch around the estimated head location in the
previous frame to calculate the displacement field at every
pixel and derive µIM

n .

Thus the dynamics distribution now takes into account
both, the low-level information on correlated motion and
high-level information on the detected template, which
makes sampling more efficient.

Likelihood Distributions We adopt a classification based
approach to head pose estimation, i.e. feature templates are
trained based on head pose database [4] that contains im-
ages of 15 persons taken at different discretized pan (ϕ)
and tilt (ψ) angles, 13 pan and 7 tilt angle values in ranges
[−90, 90] and [−60, 60] respectively, are taken. We use two
kinds of features in our experiments to characterize tracker’s
state: texture ytex and colour ycol.

Texture likelihood. Texture features ytex are computed us-
ing multiscale descriptors based on histograms of oriented
gradients (HOG) [2]. They are trained using a head pose
database [4] that contains images of 15 persons taken at dif-
ferent discretized pan (ϕ) and tilt (ψ) angles. Some exam-
ples of the set of trained texture descriptors ȳtex(ϕ,ψ) are
shown in Figure 2. The likelihood function of an observa-
tion ytex given the state s is then defined as

P (ytex|s) = exp
{
−λtexd2tex(ytex, ȳtex(ϕ,ψ))

}
, (14)

where λtex is the texture modality weight and we take
dtex(ytex

1 ,y
tex
2 ) as a componentwise thresholded L2 distance

function.

Skin likelihood. Features based on skin colour ycol are also
used to characterize image patches. We applied colour mod-
els trained on frontal face images [10] to classify pixels as

skin or non-skin. Again, the descriptors were trained on
a head pose database [4] for different discretized pan (ϕ)
and tilt (ψ) angles. Some examples of the set of trained
colour descriptors ȳcol(ϕ,ψ) are shown in Figure 3. We
employ the following likelihood function of an observation
ycol given the state s:

P (ycol|s) = exp
{
−λcold2col(y

col, ȳcol(ϕ,ψ))
}
, (15)

where λcol is the colour modality weight and we take
dcol(y

col
1 ,ycol

2 ) as an empirical score function based on L2

distance between the features.

2.2. Single Person Track Management

To achieve proper tracker management, we rely on the
long term tracking framework [3]. We introduce long-term
tracker manager that helps to detect conditions under which
a tracker should be initialized or suppressed. We use face
detector to initialize tracks and the tracker manager makes
the initialization process more robust to false detections. In
case of tracking failure it helps to detect and remove the
problematic tracker from the system.

2.3. Multiple Person Tracker

So far the model has been described for the case of
a single person tracker. In the case of multiple trackers,
one cannot simply assume independent state evolution pro-
cesses (2), since persons may occlude each other and two
different trackers may end up tracking the same person.

Thus following [3] we introduce an additional interac-
tion term to the overall system dynamics. Let’s denote
Xn = {S(1)

n , . . . ,S(K)
n } the overall system’s state consist-

ing of K trackers. Then

P1|1(Xn, tn |Xn−1, tn−1) ∝ (16)∏
k1 6=k2

exp(−λF (S(k1)
n ,S(k2)

n ))×

K∏
k=1

P1|1(S(k)
n , tn | S(k)

n−1, tn−1),

where F (S(k1)
n ,S(k2)

n ) is the F-measure function defined
by (12).

We note that using the same arguments as in [3], we as-
sume that observations are conditionally independent given
states, which seems a reasonable approximation in our sce-
narios in the presence of tracker manager.

3. Tracking Algorithm

Given the model described in Section 2, we formulate
the tracking algorithm. Suppose that at time instant tn−1
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the model contains K ≥ 0 trackers. Then at the next time
instant tn when an image yn from the camera is available,
we perform the following iteration:

1. Detect faces on image yn and estimate mo-
tion between yn−1 and yn to define face
detector-based PID(Sn, tn|yn) and motion-based
PIM(Sn, tn|sn−1, tn−1,yn,yn−1) proposal distribu-
tions given by equations (11) and (13);

2. Assign faces to trackers based on overlap mea-
sure (12);

3. Sample particles using the proposal distribution (5);

4. Assign weights to particles following (6) and using
system dynamics (16) and likelihood functions (15);

5. Apply tracker manager (Section 2.2), update tracker
statistics, keep or remove existing trackers based on
these statistics, select candidates for tracker initializa-
tion;

6. Select one candidate for tracker initialization (if can-
didates were proposed by the manager) and initial-
ize the tracker using distribution over the state space
PFD(Sn, tn) associated with the detector that gener-
ated the candidate;

7. Adapt colour models for those trackers, for which the
associated detector results are available.

4. Experimental Results

The goal of this paper is to show how colour models
based on semantic segmentation can be used to perform
head tracking by a mobile robot in challenging scenarios in-
volving human-robot interactions. The typical requirements
to the tracking system in such scenarios are:

1. Robustness against lighting variations, appearance
changes (that could be due to head rotations, change
of the view angle of the robot, etc), human motion,
robot motion and occlusions;

2. Initialization and destruction of trackers should be ac-
curate and timely;

3. Real-time performance meaning that tracker guaran-
tees certain performance and is able to work with video
stream sampled at speed, at which the tracker pro-
cesses it.

We analyzed the performance of our tracker on
Vernissage database [5] that contains a set of realistic

sequence
length (s)

# annotated
frames

# annotated
heads

slot 09 667.52 1122 2150
slot 19 767 737 1427
slot 24 651 636 1216
slot 30 702 692 1367
Overall 2787.52 3187 6160

Table 1. Statistics on evaluation data sequences from the
Vernissage database used in the experiments: sequence duration
is seconds, number of annotated frames and number of annotated
objects (heads) are provided.

human-robot interaction scenarios where the robot Nao1

gives a quiz to a couple of persons. The sequences are
recorded with robot’s camera, every video frame is times-
tamped. External view of the Vernissage database setting,
Nao robot’s head with sensors and an example of video
frame recorded with the left camera are shown in Figure 4.
Four sessions were taken for evaluation: “slot09”, “slot19”,
“slot24” and “slot30”. They contain monocular (left cam-
era) recordings of about 10 minutes long each, thus the to-
tal length of the considered data is about 40 minutes. Head
locations for both persons in each session were annotated.
Some statistics of the annotated data are given in Table 1.

Sequences from the Vernissage database present several
challenges to any tracking algorithm. Firstly, they were shot
at different times of the day and in different lighting condi-
tions. Some contain more of diffused sunlight, some have
mostly indoor lighting. Secondly, persons appear at differ-
ent depths and move their heads which results in high ap-
pearance variations. Finally, the robot performs motions,
nods and turns its head, so that captured images become
blurry, persons’ positions in an image can change rapidly,
persons often disappear from the field of view of the robot
and can stay out of the field of view for several seconds.
This way tracker performance on Vernissage database re-
flects well its expected performance in real life scenarios
involving human-robot interactions.

Our evaluations are based on well-established metrics for
tracker performance estimation [11]. We would like to track
the target as long as possible and stop tracking as soon as
object disappears or tracking failure occurs. Thus we adopt
the recall and false positive (FP) metrics:

R = |TP |/|GT | and FP = (N − |TP |)/|GT |, (17)

where |TP | is the number of true positives (i.e. cases where
reported tracked heads matched ground truth), |GT | is the
amount of ground truth heads in frames and N is the to-
tal amount of reported tracked heads in those frames. Thus
recall measures how much of GT is covered by estimated

1www.aldebaran-robotics.com
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4. Vernissage database setting. (a) External view of the scene, Nao robot gives a quiz to a couple of persons; (b) Nao robot’s
cameras that were used to make the recordings; (c) A typical image from Nao robot’s cameras.

tracks and FP rate shows the amount of unassociated tracks
/ track parts. An estimate bounding box Best is consid-
ered to match the ground truth bounding box BGT if their
overlap given by the F-measure function (12) exceeds 0.1:
F (Best, BGT) > 0.1.

We report on several versions of tracking algorithm: the
tracking algorithm presented during the year 2 review (Y2)
and a version of the tracking algorithm that corresponds to
this report (Y3). Tracking results are given in Table 2. For
each sequence we give statistics (mean and standard devi-
ation values) on recall, false positive rate (FP rate) and the
number of interruptions (# int). The statistics are based on
10 runs of the tracking algorithm. We notice that due to high
variability of lighting conditions and person behaviours and
appearances, the results differ much from one sequence to
another.

First, we note that the results for qVGA resolution videos
are partially absent. This is because face detections in slot
19 and slot 24 are not frequent at this image resolution given
the lighting conditions. Trackers do not get initialized at
all or get removed almost immediately because of robot’s
motion. Noticeable improvement from 42% to 82% of re-
call has been achieved on slot 30 at the cost of 9 additional
interruptions. However, on slot 09 recall measures stayed
the same and the number of interruptions increased signifi-
cantly.

The VGA version of the algorithm shows average im-
provement of 10% in terms of recall for all the slots at the
cost of slight increase of false positive rate and number of
interruptions.

The computations for qVGA and VGA versions of Y2
tracker were done at 14-16 FPS and 3-5 FPS respectively.
These processing rates include all the computation done
within one algorithm iteration, i.e. face detection, motion

estimation and tracking. Real-time processing could be
made only with the Y2 qVGA version.

The processing rates for qVGA and VGA versions of Y3
tracker were significantly improved: 27-30 FPS and 13-15
FPS respectively. Thus real-time processing can now be
performed on the VGA version as well.

5. Conclusion

We introduced an approach to real-time multiple head
tracking using texture and colour features in the context
of human-robot interaction scenarios. This approach fol-
lows the tracking and detection paradigm, efficiently com-
bining information from face detectors with the appear-
ance cues and performing Bayesian filtering. Y2 and Y3
versions of the proposed model were tested on sequences
from the Vernissage database that contains a set of realis-
tic human-robot interaction scenarios recorded by robot’s
camera. Tracker performance in challenging conditions
of these recordings (lighting variations, persons’ motion,
robot’s motion, variations in person’s appearances) reflects
its potential performance in real-life human-robot interac-
tion scenarios.

The results show that tracking quality depends on light-
ing and appearance conditions and does not fluctuate much
between different runs on the same sequence. Tracker
performance on VGA resolution sequences increased from
79% in average to 90% in average with small increases
in false positive rate (2%) and nuisance interruptions (12).
VGA tracker speed was improved from 3-5 FPS to 13-15
FPS, so that it became possible to use VGA tracker in real-
time.

Tracker running on qVGA images showed speed im-
provement from 14-16 FPS to 27-30 FPS. However, the
tracking quality is significantly lower than that of VGA
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Y2 VGA Y2 qVGA Y3 VGA Y3 qVGA
mean stddev mean stddev mean stddev mean stddev

slot 09
Recall 0.761 0.0178 0.65 0.0115 0.859 0.0062 0.641 0.0124
FP rate 0.020 0.0055 0.01 0.0061 0.068 0.0043 0.053 0.0844

# int 44 3.7683 38.6 4.1521 51.333 2.1602 188.2 9.368

slot 19
Recall 0.871 0.0085 – – 0.901 0.0057 – –
FP rate 0.028 0.0043 – – 0.051 0.0044 – –

# int 44.9 1.6401 – – 63.444 3.7450 – –

slot 24
Recall 0.605 0.0225 – – 0.849 0.0089 – –
FP rate 0.004 0.0006 – – 0.07 0.0056 – –

# int 57.1 3.8846 – – 80.1 5.1078 – –

slot 30
Recall 0.94 0.0073 0.418 0.0248 0.977 0.0034 0.823 0.0272
FP rate 0.102 0.187 0 0.0007 0.043 0.0112 0.002 0.001

# int 35 2.3238 14.2 2.4819 34.9 1.6401 23.4 2.7276

Overall
Recall 0.794 0.1275 0.267 0.2796 0.897 0.0518 0.39 0.3485
FP rate 0.039 0.1009 0.003 0.0053 0.058 0.0134 0.014 0.0478

# int 45.25 8.4343 13.2 15.9534 57.447 17.2683 55.425 77.1799
Table 2. Evaluation of head tracking algorithms Y2 and Y3 running at different video resolutions. For each algorithm mean and standard
deviation of recall, false positive rate (FP rate) and number of interruptions (# int) are given.

tracker. Thus VGA tracker stays the best option for real-
time tracking.
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